Boxing Gives Lee Ortega A Reason For Being
Written by Michael Woods
Tuesday, 05 June 2012 12:12

Of all sports, when you take a look at a guy's record, and see he has been away from the game
for a long spell, in boxing, there is an OK chance that it was because he was removed from
circulation for a bit. Boxing does tend to attract men who like to follow their own path, who don't
conform to societal norms without testing limits and boundaries. But because the sport
embraces these iconoclasts and outcasts and rough diamonds, I try to remind fans and haters
alike that boxing serves an important purpose in our world. It gives a reason for being for
people, frequently young men without means and social connections who are under-served in
our increasingly every-man-for-himself atmosphere in the United States, where income
inequality is at levels not seen in 80 years. Boxing welcomes in the angry, the frustrated, the
scorned, and shows them how discipline and becoming part of a surrogate family and team and
aiming for a goal that promises no easy riches and no certain fulfillment can carry them away
from a life of aimless drifting towards the margins where jail or an early death awaits them.
Boxing every year takes hundreds of boys who are destined for a flameout, for a prematurely
curtailed life marked by a trail of mental, emotional and physical carnage, and helps re-mold
them into contributors to society. We don't hear about that much, because most of us tend to
gravitate toward the negative, but boxing has prevented countless murders and assaults and
incarcerations over the years. Think about it.

Lee Ortega is a guy who has a gap in his record. He debuted as a pro in 2000, fought six times
in nine months...and then fell off the map. He went 4-2, and in fact fought Paul Williams in his
first professional outing.

So, where was he?
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"I was away," the 35 year-old, who grew up in the South Bronx and now lives in Connecticut,
told TSS. "I'm not proud of saying this, I was incarcerated. That's my past life. I was trying to
make easy money, and I chose the easy wrong over the hard right."

Ortega paid his debt to society, and exited the facility ten months ago. He picked up his gloves
and is now hustling to make up some lost ground. Now trained by John Scully and Robert Lee
Velez, who used to train Hector Camacho Sr., Ortega scored a UD5 win against Darryl Johnson
in North Carolina on May 19, fighting at super middleweight in his first fight in 11 years.

Ortega in his previous life got good at boxing in the Army, and then was gunning to make the
US Olympic squad in 2000. He fell short, so he decided to turn pro. He got busy but then a car
accident, while he was living in Georgia, busted him up. He moved to NY, but found the cost of
living excessive and so he moved to Connecticut. He sold used cars and did body work. But he
fell prey to temptation, to the lure of easy money, via drugs. The FBI nailed him, and he went
away for 41 months.

"I had a lot of time to think, see where my mistakes came from," Ortega said. "I lost some of the
best years of my athletic life but I believe I came out stronger and with more knowledge. I
proved it against Johnson. I fought in his hometown. I always had butterflies before a fight but
on that night, I had tunnel vision. I wanted to take him out, because I want to get somewhere."

You get that? Boxing is giving this guy, who has a track record of trying mightily to stay focused
on positive goals but sometimes straying, a reason to stay on the sunny side of the street, keep
clear of the shady. He has an enormous reservoir of pride, but the pride can hurt him, as when
in prison he refused to run with a gang, and they tried to enlist him, and he had to fight to keep
clear, and time was added to his calendar. Lee Ortega today is an example of boxing being a
good thing for society.

"Boxing helps me keep focused on something good. I never did drugs, I don't drink or smoke,
I'm still pink inside. Boxing is not just a sport. You take it serious you can change your life.
There's no going out, I'm training for fights. Before a fight, I can't have sex, I got to keep my legs
strong. I want to thank God because he gave me wake up call. I am hungry and determined," he
said. "Now, it's all or nothing. At my age I can't be BSing."
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Comment on this article
deepwater says:
if boxing keeps you out of trouble then good for you but you should expand yourself ortega
because boxing wont be there forever and you dont want to end up where you were in the past.
when not training try and learn a trade and/or read up on things that interest you.a nice step
would be learn about monatary policy. austrian business cycle theory vs keynsian economic
theory so you can buy some gold with your purses. good luck
deepwater says:
here you go ortega. this info is a gift. lee ortega is a reason for being regardless of boxing. read
this=
Man’s mind is his basic means of survival—and of self-protection. Reason is
the most selfish human faculty: it has to be used in and by a man’s own mind, and its
product—truth—makes him inflexible, intransigent, impervious to the power of any pack or any
ruler. Deprived of the ability to reason, man becomes a docile, pliant, impotent chunk of clay, to
be shaped into any subhuman form and used for any purpose by anyone who wants to bother.
There has never been a philosophy, a theory or a doctrine that attacked (or “limited&#8221
reason, which did not also preach submission to the power of some authority. Philosophically,
most men do not understand the issue to this day; but psycho-epistemologically, they have
sensed it since prehistoric times. Observe the nature of mankind’s earliest legends—such as
the fall of Lucifer, “the light-bearer,” for the sin of defying authority; or the story of Prometheus,
who taught men the practical arts of survival. Power-seekers have always known that if men are
to be made submissive, the obstacle is not their feelings, their wishes or their “instincts,” but
their minds; if men are to be ruled, then the enemy is reason.
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